# Special Sounds – aw / au

## Word List

1. **pause**  |  **fault**  |  **Paul**  |  **saw**
2. **auto**  |  **paws**  |  **awful**  |  **law**
3. **cause**  |  **raw**  |  **sauce**  |  **vault**
4. **aunt**  |  **flaw**  |  **claw**  |  **thaw**
5. **yawn**  |  **hawk**  |  **author**  |  **jaw**
6. **lawn**  |  **haul**  |  **draw**  |  **straw**

More [English phonics](http://www.stickyball.net/phonics.html) handouts at www.stickyball.net/phonics.html
Special Sounds – aw / au

Sentences

1. We saw Paul on the lawn.

2. Use your jaw to chew the sauce.

3. Thaw the hawk and eat it raw.

4. Paul’s aunt saw the author.

5. We saw a hawk’s claw on the lawn.

6. Haul the awful sauce to the vault.

7. The hawk has a lark in the yard.

8. I saw the tall author yawn.